
Gather Your Supplies 
and Materials

Once you have an idea of your theme
and color scheme, you’re ready to
gather supplies and materials. One of
the great things about scrapbooking is
that it doesn’t take a lot of money!
Here are the items you will need: 

• A photo album or scrapbook; if
you’re creating a handmade
album, make sure that you use
acid-free paper

• Pre-selected photographs for at
least one or two pages, to help
you get started

• Decorative papers

• Sharp scissors – to trim photos and cut out other paper designs 
and shapes

• Adhesives – removable tape, acid-free and photo-safe glue stick, 
liquid glue, and photo corners 

• Acid-free pens and markers – with permanent, fade-proof, waterproof 
ink; make sure that you use pens that clearly state they can be used for 
archival scrapbooking purposes

• pH testing pen – to test paper for acid content

• Pencil and kneaded eraser – for marking
and erasing layouts

• Folders or acid-free sheet protectors – for
organizing groupings and protecting pages

• (Optional) Craft or utility knife with blades, 
a steel ruler with a cork bottom, and a 
self-healing cutting mat – for paper and
mat cutting (Note: Keep the knife away
from children – it’s razor sharp!)

ARCHIVAL IMPORTANCE
While scrapbooking is primarily fun, you also want to make
sure that your family’s precious photographs and keep-
sakes will last for generations to come. Use only acid-free,
archival-quality products and apply a lot of TLC (Tender
Loving Care)! Look in our Resources section for a descrip-
tive list of archival products and where to find them.
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Although they are not necessary, part of the fun of scrapbooking is to use some
of the handy gadgets available at most hobby and scrapbook shops. It’s also a
lot of fun to host or attend a scrapbooking party where everyone shares their
materials and/or supplies. 

• Decorative scissors – for creating special edges such as ripples, zigzags, 
and scallops

• Decorative paper punches – to add small design motifs such as hearts,
stars, fleurs-de-lis; great for borders and corners; corner rounders are 
also available

• Paper trimmer – for long, straight cuts

• Paper crimper – gives paper a “corrugated” or rippled texture 

• Calligraphy pens – for hand lettering titles and journaling

• Gel pens and milky pens – gel inks have a shimmer; milky pens can 
write on colored and black paper; 

• Compass and right-angle triangle – for drawing circles, arcs, squares, 
and rectangles

• Rubber stamps, acid-free stamp pads, and embossing powders – to add
another dimension to layouts 

• Stickers – to enhance themes

• Decorative page borders

• Stencils, templates, and die cuts – for creating shapes which can be cut 
out or filled 

• Bone folder – used to create clean folds, to score, and to burnish

• Sheet protectors – to protect finished pages from damage; to temporarily
contain groupings 

• Photo splits – small, double-sided stickers to hold photos securely

• Oval and circle cutter – to cut mat windows and shapes

• Software fonts – for lettering on a computer

• Lightbox – for tracing designs and using lined paper as a writing guide; 
use a window during daylight hours
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Choosing An Album 
Albums are available in a variety of sizes, colors, and styles, and each has its
advantages and disadvantages. Your choice will depend on your taste and
needs. CAUTION: So-called “magnetic” albums are to be avoided – the
adhesives and papers used in them will eventually destroy your cherished
photographs and mementos! 

• EXPANDABLE – These traditional albums are usually found in stationery 
stores and are all ready for you to fill up. They allow you to insert additional
pages, as needed, and are usually the largest albums, available in sizes 8” x
10”, 11” x 14”, and 12” x 15”. The flex-hinge or flexible-strap bindings allow
the pages to lie flat when opened; the post-bound bindings do not. These
albums, for the most part, do not allow the use of sheet protectors. 

• SPIRAL BOUND – Available at most art and craft stores, spiral-bound
albums do lie flat when opened but don’t allow you to add or rearrange
pages or use sheet protectors. Sizes include 8” x 6”, 10” x 10”, and 14” x 14”.
The covers of this type of album are great for hand decorating.   

• THREE-RING BINDERS – Albums made using three-ring binders make 
it easier to add, remove, and rearrange pages and use sheet protectors. 
They are available in a wide assortment of sizes, colors, and styles, and 
can be found in every art, craft, and office supply store. This type of album
generally has a more casual feel to it than other types. Two-page spreads
will have a binder ring in the middle, and pages can fall out if the rings
become weakened or the album is dropped. 

• You can also create a UNIQUE HANDMADE
ALBUM reflecting your own taste and personality.
This type of album can be fairly easy to make or
quite difficult, depending on your skill level. The
fine art of handbinding is taught in workshops
throughout the country. You can also find several
wonderful books on the subject. (See Resources.)
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Paper, Paper, Paper
Paper is a BIG subject when it comes to scrapbooks and albums. You’ll find a
wonderful selection of papers at scrapbook, art, and stationery stores – colored
paper, textured paper, and patterned paper in a wide variety of weights, sizes,
textures, and thickness. Choose different papers for backgrounds, patterns,
individual patches, borders, frames, pockets, and envelopes. Try some special
techniques to create different edges – using decorative scissors to make zigzags
or scallops; or tearing a deckled edge. 

Plan the Order or 
“Flow” of your Album

How many groupings of photographs do you have at this point? Are you creating
a timeline? Telling a story? How many pages does your album hold? Do you
plan to fill it up, add, or remove some pages? If you want to fill up more pages,
can you further break down some groupings to highlight specific individuals or
events? Will you include a bookplate at the front or have a title or dedication
page? Will you use an end page to express your feelings or to thank others for
their help in creating the album? If your album does not allow you to rearrange
the pages, now is the time to decide on the sequence. This is a good time to
finalize your decisions about the flow of your album. Make some notes.
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CREATIVE TIP: Deckle The Edges
Almost any paper that can be cut can also be torn for an interesting
“deckled” look. Tear randomly, or tear against the edge of a straight
or decorative ruler for more control. 



Design Your Pages
To design your layout, arrange your photographs and memorabilia on the page.
The page patterns included here are perfect for photos and small mementos. 
If you have several larger or odd-
shaped mementos that you want 
to include on a page, you may want 
to create a free-form collage – a
layering and artistic composition of
photographs and other materials. 

This is where you can REALLY have
some creative fun! There are no hard
and fast rules of design – if it’s
pleasing to YOUR eye, it’s probably 
a good design. You may find it helpful
to review some general design
concepts: 

• Focus or focal point – This is
where the eye looks first and
should be the subject of the page. It might be something larger or 
brighter than anything else on the page, or maybe it stands out because 
it’s in the center. 

• Balance – The patchwork quilt patterns we’ve provided for you are
symmetrical and balanced in size and shape. You can also use color 
to provide balance. 

• Color – Color should add unity to a page or album. Use color to highlight 
a photograph, set a mood, and provide balance and contrast. 

• Contrast – Our eyes “like” contrast. When used properly, contrast will add
visual interest and order to a page. Contrast can be achieved through the
use of size (large/small), color (opposites on the color wheel), texture
(smooth/rough), and weight or density (heavy/light). 
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THE COVER 
The cover is really the first “page” of your album, and you can decorate it at any time. Covers 
generally don’t contain much lettering, perhaps just a title. Of course, what you choose to include 
is entirely up to you. Your cover can be more three-dimensional than your pages because it doesn’t
need to lay flat. You might want to attach decorative elements such as:

• Appliqueed or patchwork quilt pieces

• Costume jewelry or charms (consider size and weight)

• Photographs in miniature frames (may want to remove back stand)

• Wood ornaments, such as alebrijes and animalitos, or Oaxacan wood carvings 

• Pewter, silver, or tin artifacts or ornaments (may need to be creative in finding way to attach it)

• Miniature antique toys, yarn figures 

• Elements of folk art, such as Huichol yarn paintings or bead work, Guatemalan textiles, Aymara
Indian God’s Eye (Ojo de Dios), Zapotec weavings, molas from the Kuna Indians, arpilleras from
Peru, and serapes from Mexico

• Tassels or ribbon with beads 

• Flowers: papier mache, paper, fabric, millinery

• Wired ribbon bows, metallic threads, embroidery or lace

• Game pieces (from games your family has played together such as Scrabble, Monopoly)

• Religious mementos, such as escapularios, rosary beads (rosario), or retablos

• Masks
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Choose and Transfer the Patchwork Quilt Patterns
If you’re using one of the patchwork quilt patterns (See Special Effects) included
for the American Family Album, first print it. Then, use a photocopier to
enlarge or reduce the pattern to fit the size of your album pages. Finally, using
one of the transfer methods described here, transfer the pattern to the actual
page. If you plan to attach a decorative background paper to the entire page,
then transfer the pattern to that background.
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TRANSFER METHODS 
Here are two simple ways to transfer the 
pattern to your album page:

• Use transfer paper, available at arts and
crafts stores, and follow the directions
provided.

• Lay the pattern over your page. Using a
bone folder or a dull pencil, go over the
lines to create an embossed pattern on
your album page. Then lightly pencil over
the lines so they are easier to see.



Photocopy and Size Your 
Photographs and Mementos
You may have several photographs that form
a natural collection for one page. Perhaps,
they are all the same size or about the same
person or event. Decide which photographs
and mementos will be attached “as is” and
which ones need to be photocopied. You
may have to reduce or enlarge some items 
so that they fit into the patterns you’ve
selected. You can also photocopy bulky three-dimensional objects such as
jewelry, medals, and dried flowers. Remember to allow space around each 

item for decorative borders. 

You can also “crop” your photograph to size. Cropping
focuses attention on the subject and gets rid of distraction
and clutter. You can simply trim away the extra background,
keeping a geometric shape such as a square or rectangle.
You can also create an interesting shape by placing a
shape template, such as a heart or oval, over your
photograph. Trace around it, and then cut it out. 

Or, you can cut along the images (people, objects) in the
photographs to make interesting shapes.

Whenever you crop, be sure you don’t remove details that
add interest or helpful information. And please don’t go
“crop-crazy” – it’s nice to have a mixture of cropped and
uncropped photos! 

COPY SHOP SERVICES  
When working on your album or scrap-
book, your local copy shop may begin to
feel like a second home! In addition to 
making basic black-and-white copies, other
products and services may include:

• Color copies – cost more money than
black-and-white copies, so you need to
plan carefully to decide which photos
need to be copied in color. 

• Black-and-white copies on colored paper
– a great way to add another dimension 
of color to your layout.

• Glossy card stock – gives copies a 
“photo finish.”

• Both black-and-white and color copiers
include options for making copies larger
or smaller, darker or lighter, or for using
different sized sheets of papers.

• Many copy shops offer computer services,
such as scanning and text layout, and will
save your work on a disk for future use.

Whenever possible, use the self-service
machines – it’s less expensive than having
the shop do the work for you. The staff will
help you if you have any questions.
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Create Temporary
Layouts

Now, arrange the different photographs and memorabilia in your grouping 
for that page. Move them around until you feel pleased with what you see.
Remember that you will be adding decorative details such as backgrounds,
frames, and borders. You may want to include layouts that contain just one
special photograph with multiple borders. 

Be sure to leave space for lettering or journaling, a very important part of your
family album. The size, shape, and quantity of images and memorabilia you
have on the page will help you determine the size, shape, and quantity of text
you’ll want to include. (Go to step nine, “Add Journaling,” for detailed creative
techniques.) 

In creating your layout, trust your vision and your feelings. Be willing to
experiment. Walk away from your work from time to time and come back for 
a fresh look. When you’re satisfied, use removable tape to hold the items in
place temporarily as you continue to add visual accents.

Mount and Mat
Once you have a temporary layout, you can begin to add more color and texture
by mounting and matting some of your materials to create frames and borders.
When you mount something, you attach it to another surface. When you mat a
photograph, you place it on a
slightly larger surface to create a
border around it, or you can
place the photo behind a cutout
window. These methods involve
adhesives and are, therefore,
considered to be permanent.
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By matting and mounting your photos, documents, and text blocks to form
frames and borders, you can use color to unify the page. To add visual interest,
you can double-mat and even triple-mat, applying multiple layers of color or
texture with a variety of border widths. Try trimming the outside edges with
decorative scissors. You can also use thick double-sided tape between layers 
to create additional dimension. Be sure the finished item fits comfortably in its
chosen spot within your layout.

Photo corners, also called corner mounts, can be used to hold photos securely
but also allow easy removal, if needed. The corners are affixed to the page and
the photo is slipped in. They are also used for decoration and are available in a
variety of colors and designs. Alternatively, you can use double-sided, self-
adhesive, acid-free photo mount squares or acid-free glue stick. 
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CREATIVE TIP: Complementing Your Photographs
• Be careful not to overpower your color photographs. Instead,

complement them by picking out one dominant or subordinate
color and using it for color accents on that page. 

• For a black-and-white photograph, try this: Create a double mat
with the outside mat (the border furthest away from the photo)
complementing the mood of the photo. Use a coordinating 
patterned paper for the inside mat. 

• For a faded photograph, select the brightest color and use 
it for a frame, border, or accent.

CREATIVE TIP: 
Creating Frames & Borders
Here are some more ways to create frames and borders for your pages
or individual items: 

• Apply strips cut from decorative papers, doilies, or fabric 

• Adhere ribbon, braid, or piping

• Add calligraphic designs



Special Effects 
Special effects will enable you to personalize your American Family Album –
including a set of Patchwork Quilt Patterns created just for this project!
Pocket Treasures will hold items you don’t want to attach permanently. 
Flaps and sliders help you add an element of surprise!

Patchwork Quilt Patterns
We’ve created over 20 exciting patterns – patchwork quilt and 
free-form designs – to help you add artistic elements and cultural
motifs to your album. Four children’s pages are also provided.
Each of our patterns provides step-by-step instructions in
English and Spanish on how to create them, including techniques
to make them larger or smaller, using a copier. When using the
American Family Album patchwork quilt patterns, trace the
shapes you need onto your decorative paper, or papers, and
then carefully cut out your paper patches. For best results, use a
craft knife, a metal ruler, and a self-healing cutting mat. (If you’ve
never used a craft knife, practice first on scrap paper to get the
feel of it.) Attach the patches to the page with temporary tape. 

Pocket Treasures 
Tucking mementos into pockets or envelopes not only protects items you don’t
want to attach permanently to a page, but adds charm to your album. Pockets
are also perfect for isolating acidic materials. You can create pockets using
different materials and techniques – just be
sure the pocket is large and strong enough to
hold the items you want to place inside it. 

• Use a sturdy decorative paper and cut out
a shape. Apply adhesive to the back along
the right, left, and bottom edges, and
attach it to the page where you want it. 

• Small vellum envelopes, available in
beautiful see-through colors, can hold a
special item or two. Mounted with a narrow
border, they look gorgeous! 
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Flaps and Sliders
• Add an element of surprise to a page

by creating a flap that can be lifted to
reveal a photograph.  Hand lettering
on the outside of the flap can ask a
question or offer a clue as to what’s
beneath. Simply cut a piece of
decorative paper slightly larger than the photograph,
adding about 1/2” at the top to be folded over, forming the
flap. Then adhere the back of the flap securely to the page.

• Sliders are slips of paper or card stock that “slide” out from behind a photo
to provide additional information or journaling. They can slide out from the
top, side, or bottom, and you can add a title that “peeks” out and forms a
caption. Sliders are great for including the names of everyone in a large
group photo. Simply leave one side or area of your photo free of adhesive,
cut your slip so that it will slide in and out smoothly, add the information,
and insert it.

Add Journaling
Journaling, or writing, is key to scrapbooking! The words
you choose to add to your pages are permanent and
forever identify the feelings and emotions captured in your
photographs. Take your time, be creative, and have as
much fun with your words as you have with your photos. 

Through the use of journaling, you may: 

• Identify your subject matter by answering any of the 
five W’s – who, what, where, why, and when. 

• Be creative and borrow quotes from poetry, songs, or
prayers; use familiar words or phrases, such as: Home
Sweet Home; Always in my Heart; Forever Young; The
Gift of Laughter; “Tonight I Can Write,” / “Puedo Escribir,”
(Poems by Pablo Neruda); Somewhere in Time; Quizá,
Quizá, Quizá; Cien Años; Cerca del Mar; El Rey; De Colores; 
Sabor A Mi; or make up your own descriptions. 

• Express your thoughts or feelings in the form of a 
diary or journal.
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You can add journaling by:

• Printing out individual words, phrases, or blocks of 
text on a typewriter or computer 

• Cutting out words or phrases from magazines and newspapers

• Rubber stamping

• Stenciling and cutting out letters from colored, patterned, 
or textured papers

• Alphabet templates or stickers

• Calligraphy or hand lettering 

With any of these methods, you can either letter directly onto
your page or cut and paste your lettering. You can use a plain 
or decorative background to create a border with the lettering,
and then mount that unit on the page itself. Hand lettering is
very appealing because it adds warmth and personality to your
album. Spend some time practicing the simple techniques
described here. Take your time, experiment, and have fun with
this. You may be surprised to find you have a new talent!

HOW TO TRACE AND
TRANSFER LETTERING

• Draw a base line on a piece of tracing
paper, using a pencil and a ruler. 

• Place the tracing paper over the letters
you are going to transfer, aligning
them along the base line. 

• Trace the letters with a sharp pencil.

• Turn the tracing paper over and scrib-
ble over the back of the traced letters
with a soft pencil.

• Draw a light pencil line on the page
where the letters will go. 

• With the clean side up, position the
tracing paper on the line. (You might
want to use removable tape to hold it
in place.) Then, trace over the letters
again. Remove the tracing paper. 

• Now, go over the letters you just
transferred with your pen or marker.

FREEHAND & 
STENCILED LETTERING

GUIDELINES 
• Draw a light pencil line on your page

to create a base line, using a ruler. 

• Make small tic marks to indicate where
individual letters should be placed so
that they’re evenly spaced. 

• Lightly pencil in your lettering, erasing
and adjusting if necessary. 

• Trace over your penciled letters with a
pen or marker. 

• Erase the base line and any pencil
marks with a kneaded eraser.



Fun and Easy Lettering 

Try some simple creative lettering techniques:

• Add dots, lines, waves, or spirals. 

• Add simple floral motifs or “doodles.”

• Add outlines.

• Drop the capital letters.

• Create drop shadows.

The color, style, and size of your journaling should complement the subject
matter of the page. For a child’s page, you could choose a playful, colorful style.
For a wedding-themed page, you might prefer a formal style with black or gold
ink. Lettering styles include bold, delicate, casual, elegant, contemporary,
classic, and many, many more.  

It’s fun to add lettering around the outside edges of a cropped photograph or
within a shape such as a circle or heart. You can also write on a slant or along a
curved or wavy pattern. If you’re writing directly on the page, it’s safest to write
in pencil first and then go over your writing with a colored marker or ink.
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CREATIVE TIP: Practice Your Lettering First 
You should ALWAYS practice lettering on a separate piece of paper before attempting
to write directly on your album page! And if your practice lettering is just too good
to throw away, simply cut it out, mount it, and adhere it to your page.

CREATIVE TIP: Use A Lightbox
Lay a piece of lined paper onto a light box. Turn on the light box, place a blank
sheet over it, and write to your heart’s content, knowing that your lettering will be
perfectly straight. Cut and mount as you like. (You can also perform this same
technique using a window during daylight hours.)


